Legal regulation of horse breeding

Abstract

This diploma thesis, entitled "Legal regulation of horse breeding", deals with valid legal regulations related to horse breeding in the Czech Republic. The diploma thesis consists of a total of eight chapters. The first chapter is devoted to the position of the animal in civil law, both in terms of historical development and current legal regulation. The second chapter focuses on requirements imposed on horse breeders by the Veterinary Act. The third chapter deals with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act, especially in regards to equestrian sports. The fourth chapter deals with the requirements of the Breeding Act for horse breeding, including horse’s evidence, selection of animals for breeding purposes and genetic resources. The fifth chapter focuses on the organizational provision of horse breeding in terms of state administrative body, while the sixth chapter deals with the organization of equestrian sport. The seventh chapter deals with civil liability in horse breeding, and the last, eighth chapter, deals with liability for both criminal offenses and administrative offenses.
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